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Abstract Geometry is considered one of the fundamental structures of Iranian
traditional art and architecture, and some of its displays can be seen in most of fine
ancient works. Studying geometry, as one of the main fields of Iranian art and
architecture, is of more importance when it comes to the word of architecture, as it
seems impossible to define it without relying on geometry. Architecture has been
founded on "construction" as it is necessary to utilize accurate geometry and order;
and in architecture, Order and planning are manifested as geometry. In other words,
the basic factor that makes different parts of architecture united is nothing but
geometry, and through this uniting and coordination between parts of architecture
culture the survival and endurance of that culture becomes possible. In general, order
and geometric plan assists the designer to predict the course of the plan and design.
Not only the Iranian traditional architecture works the ancient times to the Islamic
era have been relied upon the geometric principles, but also the contemporary
architecture is based on such principles. This study is concentrated on the exact
recognition of geometric principles, intellectual roots and theoretical basics of Iranian
traditional architecture in addition to the analysis of the advent of such items in the
contemporary architecture. The main aim of this thesis is to recognize the geometric
principles of the traditional architecture and its application in the contemporary
architecture. In other words, we aim to answer to the question, what are the
geometric principles of the traditional architecture and how is the manifestation of
such principles in the contemporary architecture? The results show that the use of
geometric order in the plan, along with the application of hidden geometry and
creation of geometric understanding through the static sense have been more applied
in the contemporary architecture compared to other characteristics of Iranian
traditional architecture and the traditional architecture archetypes and motives have
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always attracted contemporary architects.
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